
Levitated Dipole Experiment (LDX)

A partnership between plasma
physics and magnet technology:
ß Floating Coil (Nb3Sn / 1.5 MA)
ß Charging Coil (NbTi / 4.2 MA)
ß Levitation Coil (Bi-2223 / 300 kA) First operation expected within months!

A fusion concept inspired by
nature:
Can fusion benefit from unique features found
in the planetary magnetospheres?

ß Simplest magnetic field geometry
ß Energetic plasma confined with b > 1
ß Rapid plasma circulation combined with

strong adiabatic compression
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Outline
ß Physics Basis for High-b Dipole Confinement

ß Dipole Fusion Energy
ß Description of LDX and Research Plan
ß “Family photos” and Description of SC Magnets



Dipole Fusion Concept

ß Originated by A. Hasegawa (1987)
ß Motivated by observations of planetary magnetospheres…

High-b, high-temperature plasma with centrally-peaked profiles
result naturally from radial diffusion/circulation and adiabatic heating.



MHD Stabilization by Compressibility is Long Ago
“Understood” (but with few laboratory tests)



The “Straight” Dipole (Hard-Core Pinch)



Gold’s “Motions in the Magnetosphere of the Earth”

ß T. Gold, J. Geophys. Res. (1959)
coined the word “magnetosphere”
and described the critical pressure
gradients for a dipole.

ß With B ~ R-3, tubes of equal
magnetic flux have volumes

V ~ R4

ß The magnetosphere is “unstable
against fast adiabatic convection” if
the pressure gradients are steeper
than

P ~ R-20/3



Early Observations of Peaked Profiles

pVg called by D. Southwood the magnetosphere’s “Fourth Adiabatic Invariant”



Magnetic Storms: “Disruptions” in Space



“Inward Diffusion” of the Active Magnetosphere

Solar wind fluctuations drive random, impulsive interchange motions and
“inward” diffusion and adiabatic heating!



Ideal MHD Stability of Dipole Plasma at High b

Peak local b = 10, Peak flux-averaged b = 4, Volume-averaged b = 0.5!



Ideal MHD Stability of Dipole Plasma at High b

Peak local b = 10, Peak flux-averaged b = 4, Volume-averaged b = 0.5!



Nature’s Way to Confine High b Plasma

Jupiter and the Io Plasma Torus

ß Voyager and Galileo Missions to the outer planets show high b
confinement occurs naturally (b > 2 in Jupiter)
ß High-b equilibria become “disk like.”

Plasma pressure is balanced by magnetic tension.
ß Dipole-confined plasma can be stable for all b!



A Dipole is not a Spherator!

ß Spherators have much less flux
expansion. Levitrons add toroidal
and vertical fields to produce
average good curvature (and
neoclassical effects).

ß Dipole allows b > 1; average well
allows only b < 0.1.

ß In FM-1, separation between
floating coil and edge ~ 6 cm.

ß In LDX, Rwall ~ 2.5 m, and
Rwall/Rcoil ~ 5.

ß In LDX, compressibility is very
large:  Vout/Vin ~ 600

FM-1



Effects of Compressibility Stabilization seen in
Internal Ring Experiments

John Ferron, et al. Phys. Fluids (1983)

“Stability can be maintained…
provided that the product of the
pressure gradient and the specific flux
volume gradient is positive.”

i.e. d (pVg) > 0



Theory and Modeling
ß Ideal MHD (Equilibria with b > 1, Interchange & Ballooning stable; Weak res. mode )

ß Garnier,… Phys. Plasmas (1999)
ß Krasheninnikov, Catto, Hazeltine, PRL (1999)
ß Simakov, Catto, Krasheninnikov, Phys. Plasmas (2000)
ß Simakov,…, Phys. Plasmas (Dec 2002)

ß Electrostatic & Electromagnetic Drift/Kinetic Stability
ß Kesner, Phys. Plasmas (2000) (stable to drift modes with h ~ 2/3)

ß Simakov,…, Phys. Plasmas (2001)
ß Kesner and Hastie, Phys. Plasmas (2002)
ß Simakov, Hastie, Catto, Phys. Plasmas (2001) (inner drift modes)

ß Nonlinear Convection (convection cells transport particles; may not energy!)

ß Tonge, Huang, Leboeuf, Dawson, 2001 APS DPP
ß Pastukhov and Chudin, Plasma Phys. Repts (2001)
ß Rey and Hassam, Phys. Plasmas (2001) (conv cell with nonuniform fueling)



Dipole may be an attractive Fusion Power Source…

ß MHD instability restores marginally-stable profiles (that are very
peaked). No disruptions.

ß Steady state operation
ß Circular, non interlocking coils
ß High b for economic field utilization and increased power density
ß Low divertor heat load on outer wall
ß Plasma surrounds coil (unlike other concepts where coils surround

plasma). Plasma volume greatly exceeds magnet volume.
ß Theory suggests MHD and drift wave stability.

Can a dipole plasma achieve near “classical” confinement?
ß No toroidal field; No magnetic shear:

ß No neo-classical effects
ß Large-scale convection may enable low tP and ash removal

ß Advanced fuels (with component and technology advantages)
ß Requires levitated internal ring technology (!) and high-field

superconducting magnets



Fusion Fuels
ß D-T offers our best

chance for fusion, but…
ß D-T fusion requires Li

breeding blanket
ß D-T fusion requires

materials R&D program
ß D-D and D-3He fuels may

simplify component
development and
improve lifetime…

…provided good energy
confinement is achieved
at high b with rapid ash
removal and particle
pumping/recycling.



Rapid Plasma Circulation in Space
ß Standing convection

outside plasma sphere
ß Co-rotation within

plasmasphere

Ë Large scale plasma
circulation is allowed in
shear-free magnetic
topology

ß Dipole plasma may
combine good energy
confinement with poor
particle confinement
making advanced fusion
fuels feasible.



D-3He Reactor Cartoons
ß Hasegawa, et al. Fus Tech.

(1991) and Hasegawa, et al.,
Fus. Tech. (1992).

ß Highest possible ring current
(20 MA & 40 MA).

ß b ≤ 3; large flux expansion
ß Modest power (< 0.4 GW)

and coil radius (~ 2 m)
ß Everything in the kitchen…

ß Triton/Fusion product pumps
ß Direct convertors
ß Neutral beam fueling and

heating



Teller’s Dipole Rocket



New Ideas for the Dipole Reactor
Examples…

ß The impact of high-Tc superconductors
ß Realistic onboard power sources (e.g. alkali metal thermal electric

conversion) and refrigerators
ß First wall issues and improvements in thermal power generation

efficiency



Dipole has a Unique Position in the Fusion Portfolio



Levitated Dipole Experiment (LDX)



http://www.psfc.mit.edu/ldx/



Day in the Life of LDX…



LDX Research Goals
ß Study high-b plasma stabilized by compressibility.

ß Relationship between MHD stable profiles and the elimination of
drift waves.

ß Influence of energetic particles on the stability of high-b plasma in
dipole magnetic fields. Coupling between SOL and core plasmas.

ß Will quiescent plasma make “classical” energy confinement
possible?

ß Long time evolution of high beta dipole confined plasma.
ß Do convective cells form in  plasma? Explore active control of

convective cell circulation.
ß What is the relationship between particle and energy confinement?

ß Demonstrate reliable levitation of a persistent superconducting
ring using distant control coils.



SC magnets selected to reach LDX research goals

ß Large flux expansion requires high current

with low weight. Minimizes levitation field

and moves x-point to outer vacuum wall.

ß Highest possible field consistent with low-

weight:
ß Use ECRH start-up to create high-beta plasma (b ~

30%) and benefit from earlier CTX experience

ß Reduce effects from field-errors and levitation

control fields

ß Use experience from previous levitrons and

spherators to…

ß Maximize float time

ß Optimize cyrogenics to simplify maintenance and

operations



LDX is a Partnership of Plasma Scientists and
Magnet Technology Experts

ß LDX is a relatively low cost, advanced technology
facility

ß Incorporates innovative engineering and design:
ß High-field persistent Nb3Sn coil with low mass and small size

ß Innovative, light-weight cyrostat with distributed supports having low-thermal
conductivity

ß Safe, relatively easy-to-operate cyrogenics

ß Large, inductive charging system designed for thousands of high-field cycling
during daily charging and discharging

ß Fusion’s first high-temperature superconducting magnet

ß Levitation and stabilization system with distant, upper levitation coil



LDX Research Plan
ß Supported dipole hot electron experiments

ß High b studies with hot electron (~ 200 keV) plasmas
ß Multi-frequency ECRH (28 GHz, 18 GHz, 10.5 GHz, 6.4 GHz,

and 2.45 GHz) plasma formation and diagnostics
ß Experience with superconducting coils under safe conditions

ß Levitated dipole experiments
ß Hot electron plasma in levitated configuration, b~50%

ß Confinement studies; profile effects; …

ß Thermal, higher density plasma studies
ß Use gas puff or pellet injection to raise density

ß ne ~1019 m-3, Te~ Ti ~200 eV
ß Obtain b limits and confinement properties



LDX Design Parameters

Now: 1.5 MA

(Original design parameters.)



Helmholtz Coils Test Compressibility Stabilization
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Helmholtz Coil: 0 kA
Compression Ratio: 228
Adiabatic Pressure Ratio:8500

Helmholtz Coil: 80 kA
Compression Ratio: 14
Adiabatic Pressure Ratio: 85

Compressibility can change marginal stable pressure by factor of 100!



Three Superconducting Magnets
ß Floating Coil

ß 714 Turns, Nb3Sn, 5T, 1.3 MA turns
ß Ability Engineering (South Holland, IL)
ß Coil completed and tested at 1.56 MA (6 T)
ß Final assembly of outer cyrostat underway

ß Charging Coil
ß 8000 turns/35 km, NbTi, 5T, 4.2 MA turns
ß SINTEZ/Science Technology Center

(St. Petersburg, Russia)
ß Coil completed
ß Final assembly of cyrostat underway

ß Levitation Coil
ß 1310 turns, Bi-2223, 0.275 MA turns
ß Everson Electric (Allentown, PA)
ß Coil completed
ß Manufacture of cyrostat underway

Today, our focus is to oversee completion of the magnet systems expected within months!



Floating Coil

ß High-performance Nb3Sn coil

ß 150% of the ITER Jc

ß 1.5 MA, 800 kJ

ß 1300 lbs weight

ß 8 hr levitation

ß Inductively charged

ß Cryostat: three concentric tori

ß Design < 1 W heat leak to Coil

ß Helium Pressure Vessel

ß Lead Radiation Shield

ß Outer Vacuum Shell



Floating Coil Cross Section
1. Magnet Winding Pack
2. Heat Exchanger tubing
3. Winding pack centering

clamp
4. He Pressure Vessel

(Inconel"625)
5. Thermal Shield

(Lead/glass composite)
6. Shield supports (Pyrex)
7. He Vessel Vertical

Supports/Bumpers
8. He Vessel Horizontal

Bumpers
9. Vacuum Vessel (SST)
10.Multi-Layer Insulation
11.Laser measurement

surfaces
13.Outer structural ring



Floating Coil Gallery
Nb3Sn Cable in Channel (react & wind)

8 mm



Floating Coil Gallery

Tested to 1.56 MA at 6 T in 4.2 ˚K LHe bath



Floating Coil Gallery



Floating Coil Gallery



Floating Coil Gallery



Charging Coil
ß Large superconducting coil

ß NbTi conductor
ß 4.5°K LHe pool-boiling cryostat with

LN2 radiation shield
ß 1.2 m diameter warm bore
ß 5.6 T peak field
ß 12 MJ stored energy
ß Cycled 2X per day
ß Ramping time for F-Coil < 30 min.

ß SINTEZ/Efremov Institute in
St. Petersburg, Russia
ß Winding and impregnation of coil complete
ß Pre-loading and HV insulation tests

successful
ß Cryostat assembly underway
ß Testing and Delivery this winter



Charging Coil Gallery

Winding pack after impregnation

Electrical tests complete



Charging Coil Gallery
Coil held from upper supports

LN2 cooled copper shield ready

Coil in LHe Dewar



Levitation Coil
ß First HTS coil in the fusion

community. High strength
BSSCO-2223 conductor.

ß Operational temp 20-25° K
ß Feedback for 5"Hz mode

frequency produces < 20 W
ß 20 kJ stored energy
ß Emergency dump in less

than one second
ß Winding pack complete
ß 77° K superconducting tests

successful
ß Cryostat currently under

construction at Everson
Electric



Levitation Coil Gallery

1310 turns of Bi-2223HTSC

Magnet in 77 ˚K test cryostat

Cryogen Free Cooling StructureCryogen Free Cooling Structure



Levitation Control System
ß Levitation from above

ß Requires stabilization of vertical
motion by feedback

ß Other motions are stable
ß Levitation control system

ß Optical detection system measures
position and attitude of floating coil
with 10 µm resolution

ß Digital control system



RT Digital Control System
ß All digital process control; Process

control on hard real-time operating
system based computer
ß Easy to use commerical software tools

(Mathworks Matlab/Simulink and
visualization software)

ß Modular (Opal-RT / QNX Neutrino
Real-Time) system implemented
and tested on “LCX”.

100BT Ethernet

Win
2000

Development System /
Operator Interface Computer

(control room)

QNX 6
RTOS

High
Speed

I/O

Digital Control Computer
(in experimental hall)

F-coil Optical Position
Detection System

Magnet
Power

Supplies

Launcher
/ Catcher

Misc
Interlocks

Panic
Button

L-coil
Crowbar
Circuit



Summary
ß Physics basis for Dipole concept has been developed through the study

of magnetospheres, multipoles, mirrors and levitrons
ß Theory predicts high b, good stability, and possible stability of drift

waves. Can the dipole achieve “classical” confinement?
ß The dipole represents a new approach to fusion:

ß Closed field lines, no toroidal field, no shear
ß Stability derives from compressibility, not average well
ß No plasma current: no current drive, no disruptions
ß Large volume plasma outside of coil: simple divertor

ß Dipole presents different challenges for fusion technology
ß Different engineering/technical  issues than tokamak-like device
ß D-D and D-3He fuels: alters neutronics, fusion components, breeding…
ß Floating coil requires advanced superconductor and cryostat
ß Significantly benefits from advancements in HTCSC
ß Internal refrigerator and power, hot outer shell, …

ß LDX will be the first experiment of its kind.




